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Economicc growth is at the heart of economic policy. What must a 
countryy do to boost productivity and to raise the rate of growth? 
Muchh attention has be given the German 'Wirtschaftswunder' or the 
miraculouss example of Japan. However, these countries turned out 
bee normal after all, at least in terms of economic performance. 
Thee truth is that a blueprint for high productivity and growth is not 
readilyy available. This book provides numerous reasons why one 
shouldd distrust these blueprints. It contains exercises in 'second-
bestt economics'. Introducing or increasing a 'distortion' in an 
alreadyy distorted economy may prove to be beneficial. This type 
off  reasoning leads to believe that a national trade union may try 
too boost growth, competition on goods markets may lower the 
incentivee to invest in innovative products, and progressive taxes 
mayy boost employment. These examples do not add up to a 
blueprint,, let alone a blueprint in which markets are given 
unrestrictedd leeway. The book also shows in detail how growth 
andd income inequality interact. It specifically considers the 
consequencess of more job uncertainty and the implications of 
globalisation. . 

Paull J.G. Tang is currently working for the CPB Netherlands Bureau 
forr Economic Policy Analysis, where he is concerned with the issues 
off  growth and development, international trade and climate change. 
Hiss work for the CPB is familiar to his work at the University of 
Amsterdam.. At this university he worked as a research assistant, 
andd started to write on these essays on economic growth. 


